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Abstract. This paper is the first analysis of caching architectures for
Question Answering (QA). We introduce the novel concept of multi-layer
collaborative caches, where: (a) each resource intensive QA component
is allocated a distinct segment of the cache, and (b) the overall cache is
transparently spread across all nodes of the distributed system. We em-
pirically analyze the proposed architecture using a real-world QA system
installed on a cluster of 16 nodes. Our analysis indicates that multi-layer
collaborative caches induce an almost two fold reduction in QA execution
time compared to a QA system with local cache.

1 Introduction

Question Answering (QA) systems are tools that extract short answers from a
textual collection in response to natural language questions. For example, the
answer to the question “How many countries are part of the European Union?”
is “25”. This functionality is radically different from that of typical information
retrieval systems, e.g. Google or Yahoo, which return a set of URLs pointing to
documents that the user has to browse to locate the answer.

A Question Answering service, like some other of today’s applications, de-
mands huge amounts of CPU and I/O resources that a single computer can not
satisfy. The usual approach to implement systems with such requirements con-
sists of networks of computers that work in parallel. On the other hand, the use
of caching techniques reduces significantly the computing requirements thanks
to the reuse of previously accessed data. Our target is to add the infrastructure
to get the benefits of parallelism and caching to a QA system.
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In this paper we propose a collaborative caching architecture for distributed
QA. We propose a new multi-layer cache where we store the data according to
its semantics. We identify two types of data used by the two resource-intensive
processes of a QA application, and according to it, we implement a two layer
cache in our system. We show that these data sets can be cached cooperatively,
with an increase in the application’s performance over the caching of one or the
other data sets alone. Furthermore, we do not limit the architecture to local
data accesses, we provide and evaluate techniques that make it possible to find
and retrieve data from remote computers in order to save disk accesses and
computing cycles.

We tested all our results in a real Question Answering system. We show that
the use of cooperative multi-layer distributed caches improves over the use of
local multi-layer caches alone. Furthermore, the results obtained in a distributed
environment reach from almost two, up to five fold improvements of the hit rates;
the execution time is reduced by 50% to 60% on a 16 processor paralel computer,
without parallelizing the QA task.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe our QA system.
Section 3 explains the cache architecture for the QA system. Finally, Section 4
contains the empirical analysis of the proposed cache architecture. We end with
a review of related work and conclusions.

2 Question Answering

The QA system implemented uses a traditional architecture, consisting of three
components linked sequentially: Question Processing (QP), Passage Retrieval
(PR), and Answer Extraction (AE). We describe these components next.

Question Processing: The QP component detects the type of the expected
answer for each input question, i.e. a numeric answer for the question above.
We model this problem as a supervised Machine Learning (ML) classification
problem: (a) from each question we extract a rich set of features that include
lexical, syntactic, and semantic information, and (b) using a corpus of over 5,000
questions annotated with their expected answer type, we train a multi-class
Maximum Entropy classifier to map each question into a known answer type
taxonomy [1].

Passage Retrieval: Our PR algorithm uses a two-step query relaxation ap-
proach: (a) in the first step all non-stop question words are sorted in descending
order of their priority using only syntactic information, e.g. a noun is more
important than a verb, and (b) in the second step, the set of keywords used
for retrieval and their proximity is dynamically adjusted until the number of
retrieved documents is sufficient, e.g. if the number of documents is zero or too
small we increase the allowable keyword distance or drop the least-significant
keyword from the query. The actual information retrieval (IR) step of the
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algorithm is implemented using a Boolean IR system1 that fetches only docu-
ments that contain all keywords in the current query. PR concludes with the
elimination of the documents whose relevance is below a certain threshold. Thus
the system avoids applying the next CPU-intensive module for documents that
are unlikely to contain a good answer.

Answer Extraction: The AE component extracts candidate answers using an
in-house Named Entity Recognizer [2], and ranks them based on the properties
of the context where they appear. We consider as candidate answers all entities
of the same type as the answer type detected by the QP component. Candidate
answers are ranked using a formula inspired from [3].

This QA system obtained state-of-the-art performance in one recent interna-
tional evaluation. More details on the system architecture and the evaluation
framework are available in [4].

QA systems are excellent solutions for very specific information needs, but the
additional functionality provided, i.e. query relaxation and answer extraction,
does not come cheap: using the set of questions from previous QA evaluations2 we
measured an average response time of 75 seconds/question. The execution time
is distributed as follows: 1.2% QP, 28.8% PR, and 70.0% AE. This brief analysis
indicates that QA has two components with high resource requirements: PR,
which needs significant I/O to extract documents from the underlying document
collection, and AE, which is CPU-intensive in the extraction and ranking of
candidate answers.

3 A Multi-layer Distributed Cache for Question
Answering

As previously mentioned, QA has two resource intensive components that can
benefit from caching: PR and AE which are I/O and CPU intensive respectively.
This observation motivates the architecture proposed in this paper: we introduce
a two-layer distributed caching architecture for QA, with one layer dedicated to
each resource-intensive component.

Figure 1 depicts the architecture of the distributed QA system extended with
multi-layer caching on each node. We consider that each node has a finite amount
of memory for the cache. Figure 1 shows that, in each node, the cache is divided
into two layers: the first dedicated to caching PR results and the second used
to cache AE information. The PR layer caches only the raw text documents
retrieved from disk. The AE layer stores passages, which are the retrieved docu-
ments as well as their syntactic and semantic analysis. An entry is stored either
in the PR layer or in the AE layer because the cache architecture is inclusive: a
document cached in the PR layer will hit in the PR phase but miss in the AE
phase, while a passage cached in the AE layer will hit in both.

1 http://lucene.apache.org
2 http://trec.nist.gov/data/qa.html
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the QA system. QA is composed of three sequential blocks QP,
PR and AE. PR and AE can request and put information into the cache using the
cache manager. The cache manager implements several operations: (a) Demote: An
entry from the AE cache is moved to the PR cache and the natural language analysis
is reset; (b) Promote: An entry from the PR cache is moved to the AE cache; (c)
Petition: broadcast request message to other caches; (d) Response: the node that can
resolve the petition replies with the requested information.

Note that: (a) due to the filtering at the end of PR, only a subset of the
documents accessed in PR reach AE and (b) an AE cache unit is significantly
larger than the corresponding PR cache unit (approximately five times larger in
our setup). These observations justify the need for the multi-layer cache.

The caching unit is a collection document or a passage. This approach in-
creases the probability of a hit because: (a) even though the same natural lan-
guage question can be reformulated in many distinct variants, they all require the
same documents/passages, and (b) the documents/passages needed by questions
that are different but on the same topic are likely to overlap significantly.

3.1 The Cache Manager

Both layers are managed by the same cache manager, which implements the local
intra and inter-layer operations and the collaboration protocol between nodes.
The operations of the cache manager are logically grouped in two protocols: the
local protocol, which defines the operations within a node, and the distributed
protocol, which defines the collaboration between nodes.
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Local Operations
With respect to the cache management protocol, we employ two policies:

– One for the internal management of a layer, which defines the intra-layer
operations. We use a least recently used (LRU) algorithm. This means that
entries in a layer are ordered in decreasing order of their usage time stamps.

– A second policy, which defines the inter-layer operations. We use a promo-
tion/demotion algorithm. When a document is read from disk for the first
time it is promoted in the PR layer; then, the oldest document is demoted
from PR (i.e. it is completely removed from the cache). When we miss a pas-
sage in the AE layer but the document exists in the PR layer, we promote
the entry to the AE layer. Then, the oldest entry in the AE layer is demoted
to the PR layer. When we demote a unit from the AE to the PR layer the
syntactico-semantic information is deleted.

Distributed Protocol
Question Answering is an expensive task. In other words, a single computer
can not process the amount of user queries that a web search engine receives.
The solution, as with information retrieval engines, is distributed computing [5].
We present an extension of our cache to a collaborative cache for a cluster based
architecture, where each node runs a copy of the QA system. We compare several
alternatives for implementing the distributed system:

Local: A multi-layer cache is deployed locally in each cluster node. We call this
implementation Local. There is no communication between nodes.

Broadcast Petition (BP): We build a collaborative cache using a protocol that
asks for remote work units using a network broadcast (operation (c) in Figure 1).
If another node has already processed that work unit, it answers with the in-
formation stored in its cache (operation (d) in Figure 1). The response includes
information of subsequent layers if the remote node knows it. The QA process
continues when all requests for a query have been fullfilled or the request times
out, in which case the request is processed locally. Results received are locally
cached using the local caching protocol.

For example, if a node asks for a document (that is missing in the local cache)
and another node has the document and the passage, the remote node will answer
with the information from both the AE and PR layer because this information
will be probably needed later. Sending all available information once reduces the
number of network connections and the response time.

Broadcast Petition Recently (BPR): This model is similar to BP, but it locally
caches work units received from other nodes only if they were repeatedly accessed
in the same node (at least twice) in the past x seconds. For example: the first
time that a node retrieves remotely the document A, the node will not store it
locally. The next time the node must retrieve A, if it occurs before x seconds,
a duplicate copy will be cached locally because the entry is considered to be
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frequently accessed. Otherwise, the local cache will not store it locally. The
protocol is efficiently implemented with a queue with the ids and the timestamps
of petitions. When a node receives the information remotely, it checks if it has
previously requested the same data recently with a lookup to a queue of the
most recent petitions.3

This method minimizes the chance that documents that are not frequently
accessed have multiple copies in the network. This is an important feature for
QA where storing a cache unit is expensive, e.g. documents may be large and
the natural language information takes significant space.

Our collaborative solutions avoid failure problems because all nodes are equal:
if one machine crashes, the system continues to run. Furthermore, we can in-
crease the processing power of our QA cluster simply by warm plugging more
computers. To balance the load, we dispatch questions in a round robin fashion
among the nodes in the system. However, note that in a real-world implementa-
tion the dispatcher does not have to be part of the distributed QA system itself.
It can be implemented within a Domain Name Service (DNS) server, which maps
a unique name to all the IP addresses in the QA cluster.

4 Experiments

In this section we test the performance of the multi-layer cache and the different
collaborative protocols using the previously described QA system.

We used as textual repository the TREC document collection which has ap-
proximately 4GB of text in approximately 1 million documents. The questions
sent to the system were selected from the questions that were part of former
TREC-QA evaluations (700 different questions).

We tested the multi-layer cache in our QA system for Zipf question distribu-
tions. [6,7,8] show that web servers and IR systems follow zipfian distributions
with estimations of parameter α between 0.60 and 1.45. Considering that QA
systems are similar to IR systems from the usage point of view, it is reasonably
safe to assume that question distributions for real-world QA systems will also
follow a similar Zipf distribution.

4.1 Experiments with Multi-layer Cache

Setup: One single PC dual Xeon 2.4Ghz with 1.5GB of RAM. The question set
contains 150 queries randomly selected following a Zipfα=1.0 distribution.

Experiments: In this experiment we show that multi-layer caches perform better
than single level caches. We assigned to the QA system a fixed pool of memory
for storing the PR and the AE layers. We executed several runs with different
partitions of the available memory between the two layers. We set the size of an

3 This can be implemented efficiently in several ways. For example, we can add a hash
if the number of recent requests is known to be large.
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Fig. 2. Execution time of the QA system in a single computer with different partitions

entry in the AE layer as 5 times the size of the entry in the PR layer to accommo-
date the additional information generated by the natural language analysis. A
QA system with a single cache layer corresponds to partitioning all the available
memory for either PR or AE.

In Figure 2 we plot the execution times for different partitions of the cache.
The vertical axis is the total execution time. The horizontal axis represents the
partitioning of the available memory between cache layers. The extremes of the
graph correspond to single level caches: the left end is a PR only cache, and the
right end is an AE only cache. Our experiments show that the best execution
time corresponds to partitioning about 40% of the cache to the AE layer and the
rest to the PR layer. All other partitions yield higher execution times. Figure 2
also proves that single layer caches, i.e. when the cache is complely dedicated to
either PR or AE (left and right-most points in Figure 2), are less efficient than
multi layer caches.

4.2 Distributed Protocol Experiments

Setup: A cluster with 16 nodes, each equipped with two Xeon 2-Ghz processors
and 2GB RAM. All nodes were interconnected with a 1GB Ethernet. We dis-
patched the questions to the QA system using a separate client process that runs
in the same LAN. The client process sends questions following the chosen Zipf
distribution with a pause of 10 ms between questions. The question set contains
700 questions distributed in a round robin fashion among the nodes.

We performed several experiments with different cache sizes. In each node we
set the maximum cache size as 1

16 of the size required to cache all the work units
in a single node4. Hence, when all memory is used, the overall cache can store all

4 This value corresponds to the right end in Figures 3 and 4.
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Fig. 3. Execution time of the distributed QA system with 16 nodes. Question distri-
bution is Zipf α=1.0.

the data generated in the experiment if there were no duplicates. We partitioned
the cache memory between the PR and AE layers using the best configuration
from the experiment in Figure 3 (60% for PR and 40% for AE).

We experimented empirically with several values of recency for the BPR al-
gorithm, between 30 and 180 seconds, but we obtained similar results in this
range. This is caused by the exponential nature of the Zipf distribution, which
yields large gaps in access frequencies between the very frequent questions and
the remaining ones. For example, the most frequent questions in our experi-
ments repeated up to eight times per node, sometimes even consecutively. On
the other hand, there is a big set of questions that will appear more than once
in the question set but are rarely accessed twice by a node. Due to this large
gap in access frequencies, BPR achieves its goal of avoiding caching the latter
class of questions without fine tuning the recency parameter. In the experiments
reported here the value is set to 120 seconds.

Experiments: In Figure 3 we plot the execution time for different memory size
configurations and cache algorithms. The vertical axis represents execution time,
and the horizontal is the size of the memory pool allocated to the system. This
experiment is done using a Zipfα=1.0 distribution. Figure 3 confirms that both
collaborative approaches have better performance than the Local method. The
execution time of the local protocol (top line in Figure 3) is up to two times
slower than the execution time of the collaborative methods.

Figure 4 explains in detail the better performance of the collaborative caching
algorithms (BP and BPR). The figure shows the cache hit rates for the PR and the
AE layers for the three models proposed. We show both the local cache hits (lines
with clear marks) and the total hits, i.e. local + remote (lines with solid marks). At
a first glance, one can see that collaborative caches have better performance, i.e.
their hit ratio is approximately 25% larger than the hit ratio of local protocols. If
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Fig. 4. Hit rates for a distributed QA system with 16 nodes. The left column shows the
PR layer and the right column is the AE layer. First row plots results for a Zipfα=1.0,
second row for a Zipfα=0.6.

we compare BP and BPR in the first row of Figure 4, we see that BPR has a higher
ratio of total hits. In the PR layer,BPR has a 2-7% lower hit ratio than BP because
when the system asks for a remote document it must be requested more than once
in order to cache it locally. On the other hand, BPR yields a more efficient global
cache by avoiding useless copies in the network, so the system has a higher number
of total hits. In the AE layer, collaborative algorithms perform slightly better than
the local protocol for local accesses. The explanation is the inclusive nature of the
proposed caching architecture: if a node requests a document from the PR cache
and a remote node node has the only corresponding passage in the AE cache, it
replies with the complete passage. Hence the original node will have a remote hit
in the PR phase and a local hit in AE. Figure 3 confirms that the better hit rate
makes the BPR protocol up to 12% faster than BP.

As expected, when we decrease the cache size, the number of local hits becomes
considerably smaller. Nevertheless, even if we can not allocate sufficient memory
for caching results, the use of a collaborative cache mantains a large number of
total hits in the system.

We tested the algorithms with another distribution, setting α = 0.6, which
is a lower bound for typical usages of web search engines and other IR systems.
The results are shown in the last row of Figure 4. The trend is the same as for
α = 1.0 as we saw above. The most notable difference is that the local hit rates
are lower but the number of remote hits does not decrease at the same rate due
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to the collaboration between caches. We attribute the lower local hit rates to the
length of the question set, which lets few repeated questions per node. The gen-
eral trend of the double layer collaborative cache is that as distribution becomes
more uniform the local hit rate keeps decreasing, but the cache hits on remote
documents or passages smooth the decrease of the total hit ratio of the system.

5 Related Work

Many applications moved to distributed frameworks in order to increase their
performance. Specifically, web servers with large numbers of visits distribute
their contents across multiple computers [9]. Web search engines use big clusters
to satisfy the user requests [5]. Even the underlying file systems that support
large applications work in distributed mode [10]. From our point of view, all
these systems may benefit from the proposals of this paper.

In terms of distributed data caching, many applications take advantage of
managing a pool of memory that stores past data [11]. Information Retrieval
systems, for instance, save in cache the indexes that point to documents stored
in disk [12], and, in some environments, a second cache layer that stores the
answers to frequent queries may be beneficial [13]. In our work, we generalize the
use of more than one cache and propose a collaborative model for the caches that
helps improve their performance. Furthermore, we show that a correct allocation
of the available memory is crucial if we want to get the maximum performance
of our application.

Our approach should not be confused with multi-level caches [14,15]. A multi-
level cache is oriented towards a client-server architecture where the cached data
can be stored in different computers in the route between the client and the
server. Our multi-layer cache proposes a management protocol for an application
with several pipelined stages. Our extensions for a distributed environment also
differ from multi-level because the computers do not have to be organized in a
hierarchical topology, which is inherent of multi-level caches.

Question Answering has been a prolific research field mainly devoted to im-
proving the accuracy of the results obtained [16,17,18]. The work on improving
the quantitative performance of the QA problem is scarce. [19] proposed a dis-
tributed QA architecture but their focus is on load-balancing algorithms rather
than caching strategies. Our work can be seen as a necessary complement to their
load distribution techniques. Some QA systems implement caches for previous
answers [20] or take advantage of the caches of IR systems to reduce the Passage
Ranking execution time [21]. In this paper, we give a distributed solution for
caching the different consuming phases in QA, and the granularity of our solution
allows for the efficient reuse of the results from different previous questions.

6 Conclusion

To our knowledge, this paper is the first analysis of caching architectures for
Question Answering. QA, usually implemented with a pipeline architecture, has
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resource requirements that are distinct and much larger than its historical pre-
decessor, Information Retrieval: Passage Retrieval, which extracts the content
of relevant documents, has high I/O usage, and Answer Extraction, which iden-
tifies the exact answer in the relevant documents, is CPU intensive. Driven by
these observations we proposed and analyzed a caching architecture that: (a) is
multi-layer, i.e. each resource intensive pipeline stage is allocated a segment of
the cache, and (b) is collaborative, i.e. the overall system cache is transparently
spread across all nodes of the distributed system. We proposed two different
protocols for the management of the distributed cache.

We empirically analyzed the proposed cache architecture using a real-world
QA system and question distributions in both single-processor and distributed
environments (16 nodes). Our first experiments show that the multi-layer ap-
proach is better than a single-layer architecture where all cache memory is allo-
cated to either of the resource-intensive components. The QA system with the
best multi-layer cache configuration has a response time up to a 30% smaller
than the system with a single-layer. Secondly, we showed that, apart from al-
lowing for warm plugs and unplugs, the distributed approach improves the hit
ratio of the multi-layer collaborative caching, and also reduces the amount of
communication by keeping information that is frequently reused locally. Over-
all, the distributed QA system enhanced with our best cache architecture has
almost twofold gains in execution times from the system with local caching.
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